WASHINGTON, April 30. - Vox-Popper calls the running row between Secretary Ickes and myself a racket, saying "There's fees in that feud." This is partly true, but the "feud" is a bore to all hands. It never gets as hot as the blood-thirstier fias like, for two reasons. (1) I like the Secretary, (2) while I abominate his oratorical and other outgivings, I think he is by no far the best Secretary of the Interior that we have had that there is no runner-up. Concessions like these, which in fairness, I must make, go in the state's sayings that "giving it away" and "bearing gifts" is not a useful method of settling the many hatchings. Accordingly, the debate to and fro in the State in this series has already occurred: This does not mean that I ever thought of some of Donald Dods' racketeers. He frequently goes to Chicago to tell that city what he has been to it by "giving it a splash and the "greatest sewage disposal plant in the world." Recently he waddled out to California to quack peace into the Newdealocrat situation there with extraordinary results. Rule that was then changed and giving in an impression that this was a political feat from the standpoint of the Nation, I have to quack for peace. I have come to Texas (bearing gifts) - rich gifts -not a few of them... and you never thought of calling me a carpet-bagger. He related also how he went to Texas and quacked the oil industry out of mess "that you yourself had created." This is pretty terrible. How did I except when Mr. Ickes says, "I have come to Texas giving it away and you never thought of calling me a carpet-bagger." How did I except that he would, after the Federal Government has no money that it doesn't take out of the States. If they were permitted to exercise their own taxing and spending powers, they could control both by their own taxation and spending. By permitting the Federal Government to do it for them, state officials escape their own responsibilities and lose their own offices. They have to come bowing to un delegates and federal officials who can gratify all their expectations. To receive a bill from the Federal Government and, then, have to suffer the impeachment of these same political masters, whom they proclaimed "rich gifts" of the "rich gifts" the "bureaucrats" claim. The crack about a Chicago sewage disposal plant is particularly odious. The events were not as Mr. Ickes says, but as they were permitted to exercise their own taxing and spending powers, they could control both by their own taxation and spending. If they were permitted to exercise their own taxing and spending powers, they could control both by their own taxation and spending. By permitting the Federal Government to do it for them, state officials escape their own responsibilities and lose their own offices. They have to come bowing to un delegates and federal officials who can gratify all their expectations. To receive a bill from the Federal Government and, then, have to suffer the impeachment of these same political masters, whom they proclaimed "rich gifts" of the "rich gifts" the "bureaucrats" claim. The crack about a Chicago sewage disposal plant is particularly odious. The events were not as Mr. Ickes says, but as